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Abstract
Architectural heritage is the most important legacy of civilisation and through it we can readily grasp the history
of nations. Architects, urban planners and policymakers are now aware that historic cities require regulatory
mechanisms if they are to maintain and enhance the fabric upon which their historicity and economic vitality is
based. The historic areas in Baghdad, like those in Iraq, are suffering from declining infrastructure, a
deteriorating environment, a lack of modern facilities, high unemployment rates, collapsing social impact and
weakness in its urban institutions. Such pressures have brought into focus the extent to which sustainable
development policies can contribute to the management of change in historic areas. A central objective of this
investigation is to explore how the conservation-led regeneration of historic areas in Baghdad may be carried out
in a way that promotes social, economic and environmental sustainability, and the full participation of all
stakeholders. To achieve the research objective, the main theme, a hypothetical comprehensive model, and a plan
and action plan are proposed. The conclusions reached demonstrate that to achieve the strategy of immediate
sustainable conservation-led regeneration, the government should contribute to such conservation projects and
support the formation of an institutional framework.
Keywords: urban heritage, sustainability, Baghdad
1. Introduction
Several interesting reasons underlie the decline of traditional residential neighbourhoods in Iraq, and the
derivation of examples from Baghdad. There has been rapid growth in cities as well as population, alongside the
destruction caused by giving way to the motor vehicle and to other land uses. Other changes are a rise in the
standard of living and the development of new quarters of the city, the drain of the native population, and unclear
planning policies towards the central areas (Al-Rahmani, 1986).
Iraq's heritage is being destroyed at a disturbingly rapid rate through several destructive processes. These have
been identified as: large-scale engineering works, neglect and decay, the demolition and clearance of buildings
and wide areas, ill-advised restoration work, looting and vandalism, and spatial intrusion and the removal of
context.
A conference on sustainable communities in Iraq (2007) defined sustainability and made a distinction between
immediate and ultimate sustainability. In the case of ultimate sustainability, this must balance the needs of both
the present and the future, where rebuilding must not compromise the long-term environment or
self-empowerment of Iraq. Conversely, immediate sustainability should understand, and be sensitive to, the
critical nature of having a transparent process and the empowerment achieved by bringing in, and bringing forth,
Iraqis. Ultimate sustainability in professional planning must be shaped by the major involvement of the newly
empowered Iraqis, and the conference proposed the first step as being an assessment of the current status
(Awotona, 2008).
The State of Iraq Cities Report (SICR) 2006-2007 reported that the structures of historic areas have been
modified, with many buildings evolving toward commercial and government use. The city has many seriously
deteriorated structures without infrastructure, leading to poor internal sanitation, drainage problems and
effluences (UN-HABITAT, 2006-2007).
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However, one developmental scheme was begun during 2010, when the Municipality of Baghdad approved the
urban development of the Khedmyia historic area in Baghdad, which was completed by the Architectural and
Planning Bureau. It presented twelve investment opportunities for modern projects in Baghdad. Yet, in spite of
some of these projects being located in historic areas in Baghdad City Centre, such as the development of the
streets of Haifa, Khlafaa, Omer, and the Bab Al-Sheikh area, these streets have received little attention (Baghdad
Municipality, 2009).
To protect and enhance the historic Baghdad city centre, the Municipality of Baghdad (2010) introduced a plan
designed by several architectural bureaus for the urban development of the historic Al Rasheed Street. The study
revealed many existing problems with the historic areas, including: neglect and decay, demolition of buildings
and defragmentation of the historic fabric (Baghdad Municipality, 2010). Eventually, the Union of Architectural
Heritage (2010) started a campaign to rescue Baghdad’s architectural heritage.
The centres of historic Rusafa and Karkh, and the religious areas of Kahdemyia and Adhamiya, possess the
distinctive urban character and identity of Baghdad streets (Al-Akkam, 2011). Unfortunately, however, all these
projects focused on physical aesthetics and appearance and proposed either to demolish significant parts of the
historic areas or to imitate the urban development of Western countries. These studies did not deal with the local
community, and tried to use the term “sustainability” as a label for propaganda and no more. These studies were
vague and did not follow a clear urban policy, or take into consideration public participation.
The problems in the old heritage areas in Baghdad are different. Housing is below acceptable environmental
standards, as dense occupation rates have resulted in a significant deterioration in housing units and an
increasing pressure on the infrastructure, a contradiction in architectural solutions between conservative
traditional fabric and contemporary urban use, and increasing numbers of new motor vehicles, which have
created traffic congestion, noise, and visual pollution. However, conservation-led regeneration for compact city
centres is more environmentally relevant for the urban regeneration of Baghdad city centre (Al-Akkam, 2012).
The significance of historic environments has become increasingly evident as part of urban regenerative
initiatives since policymakers and urban authorities have turned to ‘culture’ as an instrument for urban
regeneration, with urban areas seeking to use cultural policy as a strategy of urban regeneration. In addition, it is
necessary to take economic measures which will make the strategies valid and realistic and which will in turn
make possible the target social conditions (Pendlebury, 2002). At the same time, the difficult task for
conservation initiatives is to develop strategies which not only ensure the continuing contribution of heritage to
the present and the future through the thoughtful and intelligent management of change responsive to the historic
environment and collective needs, but also the preservation of fundamental elements of social environments.
Such strategies will lead to more equitable and sustainable solutions to the problems currently faced by the
historic quarters (Ercan, 2010).
To sum up this investigation, previous studies have not provided a clear vision for dealing with the assets of
urban heritage and their relationship with environmental, social and economic issues, especially in an age of
such significant transformation. Therefore, this serious problem presents a challenge for academies of
architecture and planning to rethink seriously sustainable solutions. Thus, a central objective of this investigation
is to explore how the conservation-led regeneration of Baghdad’s historic areas could be carried out in a way that
promotes social, economic and environmental sustainability, as well as the full participation of all stakeholders.
2. Literature Review
Conservation is not backward looking. It offers sustainable solutions to the social and economic problems
afflicting our cities. It stands in the vanguard of social and economic policy, capable of reversing decay by
injecting new life into a familiar area (English Heritage, 1998). Concomitant with this, the historic environment
creates opportunities for social interaction, education and lifelong learning, helping to deepen our understanding
of the world around us; it provides jobs and generates income, bringing new life to run-down areas, and it adds a
unique dimension of beauty, meaning and character to daily life (English Heritage, 2004).
To assess historic buildings, Lichfield distinguished four types of obsolescence in historic areas. These are:
functional, structural, locational and developmental (Lichfield, 1968).
Regarding conservation, Worthington (1998) argues that, as it seeks to retain the continuity of a sense of place, it
becomes involved with a diversity of interest and expertise to both sustain the fabric and manage the ongoing
functions. Conservation is becoming part of the mainstream, and the past is becoming part of the future
(Worthington, 1998). It is acknowledged that the benefits of conservation may arise from an engagement with
the historic environment through both its intrinsic historic nature, as historic places which contribute to identity
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and as a place where regeneration may occur, since the historic environment provides economic opportunities for
regeneration (Pendlebury et al., 2004).
By the 1990s, the recognition and definition of historic areas had changed. There was a general consensus that
the historic areas are not only striking features of many towns and cities but also assets for their economic and
social renaissance. Conservation as an agent of urban revival has come to represent a vital theme in the
regeneration of parts of our towns and cities. In this sense, the processes of urban conservation and regeneration
can be seen as mutually reinforcing. The modern concept of conservation has evolved from an initial concern
with the protection and preservation of individual buildings to a broader vehicle for urban regeneration and
economic development. Conservation as an agent of urban revival has come to represent a vital theme in the
regeneration of parts of our towns and cities (Pearce, 1994).
The concept of regeneration requires a proper understanding of a variety of issues combined with creative
approaches based on a mix of physical, economic, social, cultural and environmental initiatives, combined with a
holistic approach to urban management. In this context, urban regeneration can be defined as a comprehensive
and integrated vision and action which leads to the resolution of urban problems and which seeks to effect a
lasting improvement on the economic, physical, social and environmental condition of an area that has been
subject to dramatic change (Roberts, 2000).
The historic environment is now an essential and integral part of successful regeneration strategies because it
contributes to investment speculation, sense of place, sustainability, and quality of life (Helm, 2006). By
adopting a conservation-led approach to the regeneration of the historic environment, we have been able to
provide a focus for additional investment and new activities, thereby strengthening the economy of our historic
areas. It helps improve business confidence, the pride of local communities and the sense of place, which all help
to make the historic environment so popular. Conservation-led regeneration helps to create attractive places
where people want to live, work, visit, and spend their leisure time, thereby underpinning a market-led return to
urban living, and a full realisation of the urban potential of our built-up areas, in accordance with sustainability
principles (House of Commons, 2006).
During the last few decades in Western Europe, the task of re-using and enhancing the existing resources has
been taken as central to the task of regeneration. It was accompanied by an increasing recognition of the
importance of culture as an instrument of urban regeneration together with a greater commitment to the
preservation of the historic environment. This new wave produced a sense of connection and synergy between
regeneration and conservation efforts. The historic environment has become a key resource in the regeneration
process, and the basis for generating economic growth, investment and tourism income. Historic buildings have
been at the forefront of heritage-based regeneration initiatives. Conservation is changing in the face of demands
for regeneration and renaissance, and growing pressures for it to be more economically flexible and socially
inclusive. The recent development in terminology is the idea of sustainable conservation. The conservation of the
historic environment is now a key feature of the sustainability agenda in a number of historic cities (Strange &
Whitney, 2003). Five principles are recognised to create a framework for managing change in the historic
environment. These five principles are:
1) The historic environment is a shared resource;
2) Everyone should be able to participate in sustaining the historic environment;
3) Understanding the heritage value of places is vital;
4) Significant places should be managed to sustain their values; and
5) Decisions about change must be reasonable and transparent, and consistent recording and learning from
decisions is essential (Drury & McPherson, 2007).
The most important success has been the acceptance of the need to work in accordance with the environmental
objectives of sustainable development. The notion of the compact city as a sustainable built form is becoming
increasingly popular among policy-makers at a national and European level. In urban renewal policy, the debates
about the effectiveness of large-scale reconstruction and slum clearance, as well as the argument about the
retention and improvement of existing urban fabric, resulted in an increased emphasis on the renewal of older
residential areas and environmental improvement. Cultural policies were considered as providing economic
benefits by creating jobs associated with their administrations and promotion and associated venues such as cafes,
and restaurants. Cultural interventions were then generators of economic growth rather than a by-product of it
(Roberts, 2000).
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There is general and widespread support for the principles of sustainable development to underpin and shape the
urban development and regeneration initiatives. The strategies and programmes for the reuse of ‘brown fields’
are seen as contributing to compact sustainable cities (Adams, 2004).
Views on what actually constitutes a sustainable built environment are varied. Ecological sustainability, as it is
understood in terms of resource and ecosystem protection, can be quantitatively analysed with respect to the
energy and mass flows in time and space within a life cycle assessment (Kohler, 1999).
However, economic sustainability is divided into investment and use costs. Instead of minimising investment
costs through crossing the low-cost of building processes and products, it is preferable for a given investment to
find solutions that have the highest durability and reusability. Solutions that can be repaired and used in several
ways have the highest long-term resource productivity. Buildings with low-energy consumption that are easy to
operate and maintain generally have low use costs. The social and cultural aspects of sustainability include
comfort and health protection, and the preservation of values, which is one of the main motivations behind any
conservation project (Cole, 1999).
The literature has introduced several models of development process, embracing ‘equilibrium models’, ‘event
sequence models’, ‘agency models’, ‘structure models’, and later a ‘structure-agency institutionalism’, which is
considered a subset of two main approaches: actors-institution and political-economy. Structure models focus
attention on the way markets are structured, the role of capital, labour and land in the development process, and
the forces which organise the relationships of the process and drive its dynamics (Healey, 1991). Also, four main
approaches to modelling the development process include: sequential or descriptive approaches, behavioural or
decision-making approaches, production-based approaches, and the structure of provision. Alternatively, agency
models, or behavioural or decision-making approaches, focus on the roles, interests, behaviour and decisions of
different actors, their inter-relationships and the impact they have on the development process (Gore &
Nicholson, 1991).
An institutional model of the development process was proposed as a universal model to address the agencies,
events, and diversity of processes in different conditions. The model focuses on the empirical links between
structure and agency through relating the construction of roles, and the strategies and interests of agencies, to the
material resources, institutional rules and organising ideas which agents acknowledge implicitly and explicitly in
what they do (Healey, 1990). However, the ‘structure-agency model’ promises to achieve extensive coverage. It
considers the complexity of the events and agencies involved in the process and the diversity the process may
take under different conditions (Healey, 1992).
It is necessary to identify key actors, their aspirations and objectives, their relationships relative to each other,
and their motivation for involvement in the development process. The actors identify the development process
based on their motivations into two major groups: ‘demand side’ development actors, including investors,
occupiers, public sectors, adjacent landowners and the general public, and ‘supply side’ development actors,
including landowners, developers, funders, builders and advisers (Carmona et al., 2003).
3. A Case Study
3.1 Recent Urban History and Transformation
Four themes have been identified that introduce major stages of transformation in the historic areas of Baghdad.
The first theme is large-scale destruction. Since World War I, Rusafa, the largest of Baghdad’s historic cores, has
lost nearly twenty-five per cent of its historic fabric by official demolition for new roads and clearance
programmes alone. The first is Rashid Street, which was begun by the Turks in 1915 but completed by the
British in 1918. It is forty metres wide, including ten metres of commercial development on either side. It is
almost 3.8 kilometres in length. The second is Kifah Street, which was driven through Rusafa in 1936. Its width
is fifty metres, which includes fifteen metres for commercial development on either side, while its length is about
3.2 kilometres; this caused serious damage to a great area of Rusafa. The third is Jumhouriya Street, which was
cut through the entire length of Rusafa in 1954. The Development Board envisaged developing an
American-style commercial street flanked by high-rise office blocks. It was implemented at a width of eighty
metres, which includes twenty-five metres for development on both sides, and a 3.7 kilometre length cut across
almost every neighbourhood, or mahalla, in Rusafa. It destroyed an area of about one third of a million square
metres, including some 1,500 traditional houses and more than fifteen mosques (Ihsan Fethi, 1977).
Another major destruction in Karkh was caused in the late 1960s by the construction of Haifa Street. This new
east-west axis street has a length of 2.3 kilometres and a cross section of 29 metres that excludes the
development areas on both sides (Al-Rahmani, 1986).
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The second theme is related to the urban planning of Baghdad. Within less than ten years (1956-65), three firms
from three different western countries were called to prepare a master plan for Baghdad: Minoprio, Spencely and
Macfarlane (U.K.) in 1956, Doxiadis Associates (Greece) in 1958, and Polservice (Poland) in 1965. Yet, in
every case, the important conservation questions regarding the city’s heritage were either totally ignored or, at
best, superficially considered (Ihsan Fethi, 1977).
Both master plans, one prepared by Minoprio and Partners and the other by Doxiadis Associates, not only
ignored the concerns of conservation but positively advocated the total demolition of Baghdad’s historic areas.
The following statement is quoted from the report of Minoprio's plan (Mimoprio, Spencely, & Macfarlane,
1956):
The old, central areas of Rusafa and Karkh, together with the smaller areas of Adhamiya and Kadhimiya,
largely comprise a dense mass of congested buildings, intersected by narrow, winding alleys. They are
without any open space or other amenities. These areas should be demolished and comprehensive layouts
prepared for their development.
Doxiadis’ plan was more alien in concept than its predecessor. The overall approach of the planners to the
historic cores was that of redevelopment and renewal rather than conservation. In general, they believed that the
old quarters were destined for destruction and replacement by modern structures, and that only groups or
individual buildings particularly worthy of preservation should be selected (Doxiadis, 1971).
In relative terms, the Polish planners were more aware of Baghdad’s heritage than their predecessors. Their
Master Plan for Baghdad for the year 2000, however, did not propose the creation of conservation areas in
Rusafa, Karkh and Aadhamiya. However, the plan for Kadhimiya represented a hopeful development.
According to the political demands of the 1970s, many municipal authorities in Iraq adopted the rather
unfortunate policy of ‘freeing’ important historic religious buildings from their surroundings. Apart from the fact
that some of these surroundings may be historically or architecturally important in themselves, their demolition
represents a loss authenticity in terms of setting and urban context. Examples of such losses are the clearances
surrounding the shrines of Kadhimiya, Karbala, and Najaf (Ihsan Fethi, 1977).
The third theme, of the wars and sanctions against Iraq (1980-2003), prompted additional serious decline and
deterioration of the historic areas. The eight-year war with Iran (1980-1988) was marked by major social and
economic change. The war diverted much of the resources to war-related projects, where immigration from rural
areas, and immense population growth, contributed to the rapid and physical expansion of the cities, creating a
dramatic and chaotic situation. These factors influenced the process of urban development in general and led to
the further decline of historic areas in particular. However, international consultants were consulted in 1980 to
prepare studies on the conservation and rehabilitation of two areas in Baghdad. Both of these studies were
concerned with the shrine areas of Kaylani in Rusafa and Kadhimyia that were disconnected from their
surrounding urban fabric in the early 1970s. The shrine of Kadhimyia still stands alone in an area of vacant land
surrounded by half-amputated traditional houses. Unfortunately, only theoretical studies were available and no
tangible or successful project has taken place (Al-Rahmani, 1986). However, the Baghdad Municipality has
conserved a number of individual traditional buildings since 1980. Unfortunately, this significant achievement
focused on aesthetic conservation only.
The sanctions against Iraq (1990-2003) increased the problem of urban development in historic areas and led to
the severe decay of the historic urban fabric. Most new religious buildings and services such as public baths and
water reservoirs were built by private individuals, usually wealthy merchants. During the sanction period, the
comprehensive development of Baghdad for 2015, completed by an Iraqi team, referred to many problems facing
the architectural heritage in Baghdad. It documented heritage housing below acceptable environmental standards,
suffering from rates of intensity and occupation, and resulting in significant deterioration of the housing units
and pressure on infrastructure. Moreover, in addition to the problems of traffic congestion, noise, and visual
pollution, there was a lack of investment and capital in these areas because of the high costs required to develop
and adapt the conservation of heritage buildings in historical areas (Municipality of Baghdad, 2003).
The fourth theme is of the post-sanction period (2003-present), which is characterised by the changes in the
formal distribution of political power, economic reform, and the unclear vision of economic, social policies.
Accordingly, the historic areas in Baghdad did not obtain any tangible international assistance, including that for
the development of infrastructure.
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3.2 Descrip
iption of Historric Areas in Baaghdad
The capitaal, Baghdad, iss a large metroopolitan city oof 6.77 millionn people. It is llocated on botth sides of the river
Tigris. Arrchitecturally, there are diffferent patternns: traditional pre-1918 onnes of vernacuular design which
w
destroyed urban heritagee; colonial pattterns from the 1920s British occupation, annd later moderrn types. Moreover,
there are aalso different building
b
types such as: housees, mosques, toombs, commerrcial storage oor khans, tradittional
markets orr suqs, public hot
h baths or haammams, churcches, schools, shops and cafe
fes.
Baghdad ppossesses distiinctive culturaal patrimony, w
which is histoorically and reeligiously conccentrated mosttly in
the heart oof the city centtre on both siddes of the Tigrris River in thee area betweenn Bab Al-Muddtham bridge in the
north and Al-Jumhoria to
t the south, aand between G
Ghazi Street too the east and Haifa Street tto the west, with
w a
high concentration in thhe Rusafa. Thhe urban fabricc of the tradittional areas chharacterised bby the old fabrric is
generally oorganic and coompact, narrow
w footpaths annd lower skylines (1-2 storiees). It is also ddistinguished by
b its
facades, m
methods of layoout and buildinng materials. IIt contains a laarge number off old buildingss and small houses.
The land uuse of the tradiitional areas is residential, coommercial, inddustrial, and foor public servicces.
The moderrn city of Bagghdad containss four areas off historic or arcchitectural inteerest: Rusafa, Karkh, Aadhamiya
and Kadhhimiya. In alll, they coverr some six ssquare kilomeetres and connsist of sevennty-five tradittional
neighbourhhoods. They are surroundded by modeern urban groowth, and phhysically welll-defined by their
characterisstic urban fabbric and by thhe roads whicch have replacced their old walls. These historic cores are
essentiallyy the urban exppression of a ppast traditional age (Ihsan Feethi, 1977). Figgure 1 shows tthe existing hisstoric
area in a ggeneral plan of
o Baghdad ciity, Figure 2 sshows the existing historic areas in Baghhdad, and Figu
ure 3
shows the existing historric areas in thee Baghdad Cityy Centre.

Figure 1. Exissting historic arrea in a generaal plan of Baghhdad city
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Figurre 2. The existiing historic areea in Baghdad

Figure 3. T
The existing historic area in B
Baghdad city ccentre
The first largest historicc area of Rusaffa is about 3600 hectares in aarea. It is rougghly rectangulaar in form, with its
three kilom
metre-long souuth western sidde bordering thhe Tigris. The Bab Al-Shaikkh bridge, whicch was probab
bly in
existence bbefore the latee twelfth centtury, and the G
Gailani Mosquue, were the m
most importannt urban featurres in
Rusafa. A typical neighbbourhood rangges between thhree and twelve hectares. Thhe average perccentage of building
coverage ––mainly by couurtyard housess –reaches som
me eighty-eighht per cent, but twenty-four pper cent of this is in
fact ‘openn space’ repreesented by opeen private couurtyards, withh the remaininng twelve per cent taken up
u by
pedestriann alleyways.
The seconnd historic area of Karkh is situated oppoosite Rusafa oon the westernn side of the T
Tigris, and is what
remains off the oldest paarts of Baghdaad. It is roughhly triangular iin form, coverring an area of about eighty
y-five
hectares, aand consists off fourteen neigghbourhoods oof cultural interrest. Its riverfrront is about tw
wo kilometres long
and is larggely occupiedd by traditionaal houses, whhich occasionaally project ovver the river, giving it a un
nique
character.
o Aadhamiyaa at about twennty hectares cconsists of fouur traditional nneighbourhood
ds, all
The third historic area of
clustered aaround the maain mosque off Abo Hannifhha. The historiic fabric that rremains of intterest today is only
about twennty hectares. The
T large-scalle destruction in the Aadham
miya historic area was caussed by the mo
odern
developmeent that has takken place within and around it since the eaarly 1940s.
Kadhimiyaa, the fourth historic
h
core oof Baghdad aat about 58.599 hectares, is m
more preserveed than the otthers.
Kadhimiyaa derives its name
n
from thee shrine of Im
mam Musa Al--Kadhim, the revered Shi’a descendant of the
Prophet w
who died and was
w buried therre in 800 AD. Its existing coore is typical of all shrine-citties in Iraq, such as
Samarra, K
Karbala and Najaf.
N
It is rouughly circularr in form, about one kilomeetre in diameter, with the shrine
occupyingg its centre andd dominating itts functional annd social life, as well as beinng one of the ffinest in Islam. The
area consissts of four tradditional neighbbourhoods: Shiiyoukh, which is the largest, Tell, Dabagh Khana, and Qa
atana,
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important markets such as Astarabadii Suq, and manny large comm
mercial storagee buildings or khans (Polserrvice,
1974). Figgure 4 shows thhe existing histtoric areas in K
Kadhimiya.

Figuree 4. The existinng historic areaa in Kadhimiya
The tradittional neighboourhoods are ccharacterised bby upper flooors which projject over narrrow footpaths. The
benefit off the projectionns and the naarrow footpathhs is to createe shade and kkeep the placee cool in the harsh
h
climatic coonditions, especially in sum
mmer. A highlyy compacted uurban pattern and populationn density is du
ue to
smaller ploots averaging 50-150
5
sq. mettres (Al-Rahm
mani, 1986).
The borders of a neighboourhood are noo longer physiically clear, noor are they easiily recognised by any identiffiable
boundary or pattern as their
t
old wallss have long been demolishedd. The names are often derivved from theirr past
ethnic andd religious struucture, their tribal affiliationss, a mosque orr a tomb, or thhe type of workk associated with
w a
particular neighbourhoood. Individual alleyways aree often namedd in the same way. The traaditional houses in
Baghdad aare planned aroound a central open courtyarrd. The courtyaard represents the focal elem
ment and its use has
been effecctively employyed over the past several miillennia. An ovverarching connsideration in the design of such
houses waas privacy, which evolved ass a response too the severely hot and dry climatic conditions. Howeverr, the
traditional markets called suqs fall intoo three main tyypes: covered, open, and opeen market squaare, or maidan. The
first type is usually consciously designned and permannent (Polservicce, 1974).
3.3 Generaal Problems
Generally,, the historic areas
a
in Baghddad are faced bby enormous bbacklogs in innfrastructure annd services and are
confrontedd with increasingly overcrow
wded transporrtation system
ms, insufficientt water supplyy, and deteriorrating
sanitation and environm
mental pollutioon. The four tyypes of functiional, structuraal, locational aand developm
mental
obsolescennce are also relevant
r
to thhe context of historic areass. The historiic structures aare suffering from
continued deterioration through physiical decay, inaadequate mainntenance, serioous problems oof land ownerrship,
the difficuult conditions of
o the historic areas for construction, a lackk of documenttation of heritaage, general crritical
shortage oof qualified staff
s
and techhnical speciallists in conseervation, an aabsence of avvailable fundss for
conservation work, grow
wing unemployyment, and soocial conflict. A
All these factoors represent tthe phenomeno
on of
the rejectioon of living in such a traditioonal environment.
There hass been a tenddency towardds excessive iinvolvement oof the centraal governmentt reflected by
y the
predominaance of a top--down approaach to the whhole conservattion or develoopment processs, with bottom
m-up
approaches being completely absent. F
Figure 5 showss examples of ddeterioration inn the historic aareas.
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Kadhim
miya Historic areaa

Karkkh historic area

Rusaafa historic area

Figure 5. Exxamples of deteriorated histooric areas in Baaghdad
3.4 Historic Areas and thhe Developmeent Plan of Bagghdad
As a respponse to the purpose
p
of poossible integral urban rehaabilitation, thee developmentt strategies of the
“Comprehhensive Develoopment Plan oof Baghdad 2000”, achieved by Polservisee consulting enngineers, should be
discussed. Their Masteer Plan of Baaghdad for the year 2000, however, dooes not propose the creatio
on of
conservation areas in Rusafa,
R
Karkh and Aadham
miya. In fact, ttheir detailed plans for the redevelopmen
nt of
several bloocks in centrall Rusafa show
w a ‘planned’ aattempt to channge substantiallly the historicc character of these
areas. Thiss redevelopmeent may involvve the wholesaale demolition of one of the most interestinng historic parrts of
the city. E
Even if the builldings of outsttanding culturaal interest in thhe area were too be left standiing, the remov
val of
their urbann context wouuld represent a serious loss oof their authentic setting. Anny comprehenssive redevelopment
of the histtoric cores whhich accepts tthat the imporrtant buildingss should be prreserved mustt be preceded by a
carefully cconducted conservation survvey. However, no such surveey was undertaaken as the company was pa
aid to
prepare a conservation survey for Kaadhimiya alone and not for other historicc cores. Becauuse of its relattively
well-preseerved fabric, Kadhimiya
K
was chosen for ‘reedevelopment and preservatiion’. According to Polservice
e, the
main objecctive of the stuudy was to “fo
formulate guidelines for the redevelopmennt of the area aand to establish the
policy of tthe conservatioon of buildingss of historical aand traditionall artistic value”” (Ihsan Fethi, 1977).
The historric Rusafa and Karkh areas aare designated as the future ““Central Businness District” ((CBD) according to
the Comprrehensive Devvelopment Plann of Baghdad 22000. These hiistoric areas w
would be radicaally affected by the
proximity and overempphasis of the other functionns and increaase in value. T
This would nnaturally affect the
relationshiips and characcter of land disstribution, landd use, type of construction, and infrastruccture. In comparing
the presennt land use of Rusafa
R
and Kaarkh with the C
CBD proposall, the historic aareas will be cconfronted with the
social probblems accompanying this traansformation. T
The concept oof inner city in the “Comprehhensive Plan 2000”
2
stands in ccontrast to a poolycentric cityy model suggessted for Baghddad. In such a model, the innner city area would
w
be differenntiated as folllows: the inneer city would have two types of centre: the “city centtre” and the “town
centre”. Thhe city centre consists of a C
CBD with subb centres; the ““town centre” is further subddivided into district
centres annd communityy centres. The suggestion iss basically thaat of urban hiierarchy with each level ha
aving
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specific functional roles. The smallest unit in the hierarchy would be historic neighbourhoods consisting of a
concentration of residential spaces, facilities for day life, and neighbourhood services. It would offer more
attracting living conditions through reduced density, improved living space, and full community services. One of
the basic features of urban structure is the maintenance of balance between past and future. Since the old city of
Baghdad suffered a great deal of destruction, one strategy should be adopted now to save the last four historical
areas of the city. Historical elements like traditional markets/ “suqs,” public baths/ “hammams” and houses
should be integrated into the redevelopment plans. The importance of Aadhamiya and Kahdimiya lies in their
mayor religious and cultural position, as charcterised by their shrines, mosques and minarets, while the Rusafa
and Karkh areas are more important as commercial and residential areas. Even today, a number of historic coffee
shops and particularly the old central “Suqs” and “Khana” are still functioning. All historic areas have retained
their urban pattern. The Comprehensive Development Plan for the year 2000 proposes to preserve parts of these
areas and to adopt other functions and activities. However, an environmental impact assessment of the current
physical environment should be conducted (Baghdad Municipality, 1982).
3.5 Potentialities and Constraints
The aim of this section is to present environmental, social, economic and institutional aspects. In order to specify
possibilities and constraints, the use of the wealth of available written ‘grey’ material, e.g., university theses,
consultancy reports and, where possible, qualitative surveys based on photographs, are relied on.
Environmentally, the microclimate and compact urban form may provide an intimate understanding of the
historic areas. The natural environment of the Tigris River, where three of the historic areas, Rusafa, Karkh and
Aadhamiya, are located, includes a number of monumental buildings, mosques, and traditional markets plus
some private housing units. The riverfront is continuous but is divided into separate areas of various architectural
features. However, these historic areas have failed to integrate the scene at the riverfront with the general urban
fabric in the centre, because of the lack of openness toward the river. Figure 6 shows the riverfront in Rusafa.
Because Rusafa still functions as the centre for the whole of Baghdad, its historic fabric has been under
tremendous pressure from modern development and has consequently suffered the worst losses compared with
the other three cores. However, there is still a rare but brief opportunity to stop further destruction and conserve
historic unique areas as there is the potential to reuse, adapt or extend an existing structure. Rusafa possesses
many historic buildings that have already been conserved, such as the Al-Mustansyria school, the Bahghdadi
Museum and Khan Merjan, in addition to other significant features such as the historic Rashid Street, the historic
castle which is used as the Ministry of Defence, and many tombs, mosques, houses, cafes and squares. Figure 7
shows some of the conserved historic buildings in Rusafa.
Although the historic areas are still identified by their traditional character and architectural values, the
traditional elements have tended to become more obsolete. There was a rapid depreciation of property
accompanied by physical and functional obsolescence. The Holy Shrine in Kadhimiya has become almost totally
isolated from its historic urban context and the historic fabric around the shrine has been neglected, is decaying,
and will eventually be destroyed. Figure 8 shows the Kadhimiya Shrine.
To assess the historic values, three grades were proposed by Polservice to classify the cultural interest of
traditional buildings within the area of old Kadhimiya, and four yardsticks were suggested (Polservice, 1974).
Unfortunately, the previous proposal dealt with aesthetic values and no alternative has yet been introduced to
assess complete traditional neighbourhoods.
During the past military conflict, the missiles that were fired and the strong explosions that occurred at the fall of
Baghdad in 2003 and after have especially affected the historical areas of Rusafa and Karkh, which are close to
the previous presidential palace (the Green Zone) and caused severe damage. Moreover, the wave of car and
bomb explosions caused by terrorism in the area of the Kadhimiya Shrine and Aadhamiya mosque, and other
acts of violence, caused the walls and the foundations of the heritage houses to crack and accelerated the collapse
of some of these houses. Because the residential houses are in poor repair, many of them are in danger of
collapsing and thus causing the death of numerous families; people have started to be careful and so they have
already demolished those heritage houses which might fall down. Movement in general has become more
difficult and complicated because of the checkpoints, traffic jams, and explosions, and it has become a familiar
occurrence to change vehicle and pedestrian routes in order to guarantee safety. Because of the curfew, the
residents generally change their routes at night time in order to reach their destinations.
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Shaashoaa Palace

F
Figure
6. Riverr front in the hiistoric area in the Baghdad ccity centre

Al-Mustansyrria school

Al Kulafaa M
Mosque

Figure 7. Exxamples of connserved historicc buildings in Rusafa

Figure 8. Kadhimiya Shhrine
Socially, nnowadays therre is a tendenccy to return too traditional vaalues and pastt traditions annd there has be
een a
promotionn of the notionn of identity. T
The historic areeas are characcterised by thee original sociaal structure and the
significantt role of culturre, religion andd habits, and aare representattive of social ccohesion. Thee social structu
ure of
the inhabittants is constrructed accordinng to family, hhousehold, tribbe, relationshipps, roles, and institutions. Social
values, coonventions andd arbitrarinesss can be distinnguished, as w
well as trendss, attitudes annd unique type
es of
ceremoniees for births, circumcisions,
c
fasting, wedddings, and deaaths. It is interresting to notee that although
h this
area is soccially and phyysically depressed, it still actts as a continuuous source off cultural inspiiration for citizens.
Many people prefer to return
r
to the hhistoric areas tto attend mosqques in the neeighbourhoods in which man
ny of
them grew
w up. Various religious activvities, especiallly ritual cerem
monies, are stilll adhered to bby inhabitants.. The
vitality off festivals and rituals in thesse areas is maiinly rooted in the religious bbelief of the ssociety. Also, there
r
banks booth in the evennings and to m
make use of thee shade. The cafes located on the
were gatheerings on the river
river bankks were main areas
a
for meetiing. In the afteernoon, peoplee and familiess used to bringg a number of mats
and lay thhem on the groound in an oblong shape, thhen sit down aand chat. The river banks w
were green at those
t
times, but now all these activities have stopped. Thee river has alsoo been used too soothe the hiigh temperaturres in
summer w
when women used to throow water on their bodies. There has bbeen an increaasing difficultty in
environmeental adjustmennt to both the cold and hot w
weather due too the use of moodern air-condditioning devic
ces in
homes. Thhere is difficultty in reviving the old way of life because the standards have changed and the region
n has
lost its origginal inhabitannts. Such colleective ritual acctivities conveyy an intimate ssense of belongging to these areas.
a
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Generally,, the traditionaal neighbourhooods in Baghddad are characcterised by lim
mited income oor occupied by
y the
poorest grooups of societyy, and the nativve population is gradually being replaced bby rural immiggrants. The hisstoric
areas are ssusceptible to an increasingg crime rate, vviolence and, ssometimes, terrrorism. The sspatial changess and
transformaation in the hisstoric areas haas been accomp
mpanied by social fragmentattion, poverty aand a breakdow
wn in
social orgaanisation. Evenntually, even tthough these aareas have religgious represenntatives who w
would normally play
a more poowerful role thhan the officiaal administratiive body in suuch areas, the inhabitants haave generally been
excluded ffrom participatting and coopeerating in decissions and policcy-making.
Economicaally, some of the
t historic areeas have strongg bases, such aas Rusafa, whiich acts as the commercial centre
of Baghdaad and Kadhim
miya, and whichh possesses doominant religioous activity; inn contrast, Karrkh is distinguiished
by relativeely less activiity. Finally, A
Aadhmyia seems to be chaaracterised by religious rathher than econ
nomic
activity. G
Generally, therre are many fa
famous commeercial markets, or suqs, in R
Rusafa, for exxample Shorja
a Suq
which hass a national role. Baghdad’ss traditional m
markets today sstill show the characteristic division of trades,
goods, andd crafts. Eachh suq, or grouup of suqs, occcupies a certaain location thhat is often innterrelated witth its
adjacent ssuqs because of functional connections. For instance,, Sarai Suq, w
which speciallises in bookss and
stationery,, is located nexxt to Mutanabii Street, whichh specialises inn print works aand stationery storage. Simillarly,
the Sarafinn Suq that is occupied
o
by m
moneylenders aand exchangerrs is now convveniently situaated near a mo
odern
street of baanks. Figure 9 shows traditioonal markets, “suqs”.

Safaferr suq in Rusafa (C
Conserved buildingg)

Asterbadi ssuq in Kadhimiya

Figure 9. Traditional maarkets: suqs in two historic aareas
ment,
However, the challengess of a national economy whiich has suffereed from wars aand sanctions aare unemploym
i
esspecially privaate investmentt, and insufficiient official prromotion of public
no access to sufficient investment,
mmercial landd use has incre
eased
interest inn conservation.. Moreover, thhe price of lannd near and aaround the com
remarkablyy and the typpe of materiaals and high standards of craftsmanshipp required forr conservation
n and
restorationn are usually very
v
expensive. The residents of historic arreas are predominately crafttsmen who pro
oduce
for their qquarter or forr rural custom
mers. Another large group aare the busineessmen who ddeal with diffferent
activities. Manufacturingg and small inndustry are weell representedd in historic arreas. The four main industriies in
the dominnant historic areas are: fuurniture, car rrepair, metalw
working, and textiles. In sspite of the slight
s
improvem
ment of the econnomic situationn of the inhabiitants after 20003, the weak ecconomic situattion of the majjority
of inhabitaants is still obvvious. Migratioon, without speecial investmennt in heritage aareas, has conttinued.
Institutionnally, the respoonsibility of thhe protection oof historic areaas can be dividded into five bbroad agenciess: the
directoratee of antiquitiess; town and coountry planninng carried out by the Municcipality for Baaghdad, and by
y the
Ministry oof Municipalitties and Geneeral Works forr the rest of Iraq; religiouss affairs admiinistration; tou
urism
administraation, and reseaarch and educaation. Conservvation ought too improve livinng conditions ffor ordinary people.
That is whhy housing hass been the centtre of attentionn in all successsful conservatiion work. The implementatio
on of
previous pplans was by thhe authoritariaan government, but the most critical probleem is how to fi
finance such a plan,
which migght involve a straightforward
s
d housing subsidy from the local or centraal governmentt, or a combination
of the twoo. There is no doubt that innternational orgganizations m
may play a majjor part in aw
wakening intere
est in
conservation, and indeedd one of the leessons of the cultural aspects is that consservation in areeas where the very
poorest peeople live musst be worked iinto a broader economic andd social policyy. But, unfortuunately, the ce
entral
governmennt still exercises a strong iinfluence over local authorrities and retaains a tight hoold over all urban
u
developmeent affairs. Thhe institutionall fragmentatioon and lack off coordinationn between the various prote
ective
actors has decreased thee efficiency off the efforts too conserve thee historic envirronment. In adddition to fina
ancial
corruptionn, the lack of trransparency annd accountabillity of some goovernment acttors, and inadeequate legislation, a
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lack of legal enforcement is associated as a significant factor. One of the overriding influences is at the
policy-making level, where the application of priorities, based on the experience of developed countries, has led
to a misunderstanding of the urbanisation process in historic areas. Finally, urban planners and architects prefer
to impose the subjective perspective under the label of modernisation and to continue to demolish historic areas
by imposing modern skeleton maps and zoning ordinances on the development schemes, like those which have
already been proposed for the Kadhimyia historic core.
4. Proposed Plan
4.1 Main Theme
A conservation-led regeneration agenda should focus upon the support of economic, social, environmental and
institutional development in a sustainable way. The purpose of this plan is to meet the needs of the local
community while respecting its cultural values. The local architecture discourse has responded to the gathering
of the social structure around religious power and doctrinal authority, environmental challenges and cultural
connotations. It relies on the vocabulary of unity, homogeneity, compactness, simplicity and harmony. Therefore,
the departure point proposes to look at the historic areas as a ‘holy constant’. They should emerge from these
places and community needs and aspirations within a cultural frame. The local community should build a
significant partnership, especially with academic planners and architects, based on cooperation first, then extend
this partnership to other actors based on shared interests, joint understanding and action.
4.2 Setting Objectives
The aim of this plan is to respond to multidisciplinary issues that are composed of social, economic,
environmental and institutional perspectives. The objectives of the social plan are to sustain cultural continuity
by maintaining the original social pattern, structure, traditions and activities, and to meet the daily needs of
existing inhabitants. It is certain that the revitalisation and promotion of the cultural activities and religious
ceremonies could play a key role in the animation of the community and foster a sense of belonging among the
inhabitants.
In an economic sense, the important question which arises is the feasibility of a conservation-led regeneration
process. How should the historic areas focus on promoting economic growth and increasing profitability and
productivity? To shape the economy of historic areas, the objectives of the plan are identified as follows:
•

the articulation of a strong vision for the kind of economy that the local community, supported by experts,
is seeking to develop in the historic areas;

•

the promotion of a greater degree of economic vitality and viability of conservation, while also offering new
employment opportunities;

•

the proposal of a coherent policy agenda and spatial framework within which central government and other
stakeholders can take decisions about strategic investment;

•

the provision of a clear evidence base for strategic planning and local decision-making within and between
local partnerships, including attracting investment in the historic urban areas.

The key sustainable objectives of the environmental plan are to conserve the historic urban pattern, spines and
characteristics of urban form and typology. Also, it is necessary to maintain the quality of the historic
environment by contributing to quality of life by eliminating and preventing the spread of blight and deterioration,
improving infrastructures and enhancing amenities and the urban scene.
The objectives of the institutional plan are to achieve the successful formation of an institutional framework, and
to develop planning and legislation.
4.3 Building Hypothetical Models
The proposed model introduces a framework for sustainable conservation-led regeneration. According to the
model, the existing historic areas represent the major sustainable resources of social, cultural, environmental
–including physical –economic and institutional issues.
The protection of the community structure, health, comfort, behaviours, activities, traditions, and values are the
priority of cultural and social issues, while the protection of the local ecosystem and resources are the priority of
environmentalists. Meanwhile, lower costs, including reuse and long-term recourse productivity, are the
significant elements of the economic issue. Finally, the interest, behaviour, role, and decisions are correlated
mainly to the institutional issues. In this respect, the model adds the local community as a stakeholder in addition
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to a number of others, such as social, religious and economic stakeholders, the municipal council, and investors,
planners, architects and developers.
Authority and leadership should be governed by an independent institution, whereby academic planners and
architects are likely to take a significant role in such a complicated process.
In order to reach a comprehensive state, the bottom-up model should integrate with a top-down model in the
process of developing Baghdad. Figure 10 shows the proposed model.

Social and Cultural
Sustainability

Preservation of social and cultural structure and
values
Protection of health and comfort

Economic
Sustainability

Output

Long-term resource productivity

Low cost

Environmental
Sustainability

Resource protection

Conservation
Regeneration
Process

New
Problem

Protection of built environment and eco-system

Roles
Institutional
Sustainability

Interests

Aim

Behaviours

Decisions

Variables of market, land, labour, and capital

Figure 10. Sustainable framework for urban conservation
4.4 Comprehensive Plan
4.4.1 Core Plan
The plan has the following components:
1) Economic: investment, private businesses and other social services. The central government, international
organizations, and both public and private capital should cooperate to fund urban renewal.
2) Social: human capital services such as health and education facilities.
3) Environmental: infrastructure and the built environment.
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4) Institutional structures of society: management and governance aspects of the community – the mayor’s office,
development agencies, governing councils and the local community.
4.4.2 Action Plan
The following stages are proposed for regenerating historic areas:
•

immediately stop any demolition in historic areas, as suggested by consultant bureaux in cooperation with
Baghdad Mayoralty after 2003.

•

establish an independent ‘Urban Heritage Council for Historic Areas’ led by academic planners and
architects and include different actors. The government should support this council financially and give a
more independent role to local municipal councils. Direct dialogue between different actors may provide a
new opportunity for partnership-based policymaking.

•

assess and re-evaluate the existing status of historic areas, community, budget and capital, and environment
including physical ones by experts.

•

establish a strategy and programme for sustainable conservation-led regeneration and a time line for the
implementation, which includes immediate and ultimate targets. This strategy should be integrated with the
“Comprehensive Development Plan of Baghdad”.

•

establish a collaborative network between all stakeholders and specialised national and international
institutions around the world.

Although Iraq is potentially a rich country, the current crisis demonstrates the need for grants and soft loans, as
well as in-kind technical assistance in the short term. The inhabitants need urgent subsidies to improve the
physical condition of traditional houses. The central government must cover the upgrading and refurbishing of
the infrastructure.
4.4.3 Associated Guidelines
•

The process of regenerating sustainable conservation should involve active participation and collaboration
of the local municipality and community, and other development actors involved in partnership with the
programmers and decision-making processes to accommodate the socio-cultural needs of the community.
Local governments should help their communities to play a pivotal role in managing and coordinating the
regeneration of historic areas in a sustainable manner.

•

The priority must be given to empowering the local community in historic areas and strengthening its
economy, especially by maximising the utilisation of business resources. The local community should take
a lead in addressing some of the economic challenges to promote a healthy economy.

•

It is important to bring together professionals and experts from a cross section of Iraq and abroad such as
health care, community/development planners, architects and government.

•

The immediate action should emphasise careful and sensitive planning in harmony with the overall
character of the existing historic area and the gradual process of physical conservation rehabilitation and
improvement in the short term. The plan should attract private investment in historic areas and mobilise the
drive to economic prosperity.

•

The plan should attract investment in the historic areas by promoting the reuse of key buildings as a means
of encouraging sustainable regeneration, and maximising the economic contribution of tourism.

•

There is immediate opportunity for investment in the river banks as recreational land use and to increase
integration between Rusafa and Karkh through building pedestrian bridges. It is necessary to give priority
to historic areas in the proposed development plan of Baghdad city and the plan of metro Baghdad.

•

It is important to make best use of the waste which is produced, to minimise pollution by reduction, re-use,
recovery, and disposal, to ensure that adequate water resources are available to meet consumer’s needs, and
to establish an environment management system for historic areas.

5. Conclusion
The historic areas in Baghdad are suffering from physical deterioration and decay, environmental problems
including contaminated water supplies, inadequate waste management, air pollution, and electrical and
communications problems.
Sustainable conservation and regeneration must be responsive to a proper understanding of various issues
combined with creative approaches based on a mix of economic, social, cultural, physical, and environmental
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initiatives, combined with a holistic urban management. In this context, a sustainable conservation-led
regeneration agenda can be defined as a positive tool of planning, and comprehensive vision and action, which
has led to the resolution of many conflicting forces in the historic areas. Conservation is a continuous process
and must respond to changing conditions. A sustainable conservation-led regeneration plan should be
community-led and consensus-based and these citizen-led processes must be complemented by top-down
government support.
The central government should empower community-based grassroots organisations for sustainable conservation
and regeneration. A key component of this investigation is to stop the clearing of the Kadhimiya historic area
immediately and to re-evaluate the value of such areas. The central government should establish an independent
Council of Urban Heritage for Historic Areas for regeneration and development. It should stimulate new
investment into distressed areas, and develop a tourism industry through introducing a new strategic plan and
financial support. To achieve the strategy of immediate sustainable conservation-led regeneration, the
government should contribute to such conservation projects and support the council financially. Finally, the
central government should set up the formation of an institutional framework, planning development and
legislation, and a strengthened regulatory role.
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